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About Us
Ultimate SelfCare™ has been
providing professional skin, body
and home products to the world
since 2010. We know how much you
love beauty without compromise, so
it's our priority to hunt high and low
for the hottest products from around
the world, so you can be the rst to
have the latest must haves.
We enjoy helping you achieve the
look you want from your beauty
regime and the comfort you want in
your home. Premium beauty,
grooming, accessories and
appliances for the body and the
home - all at a low cost - it's what we
do and what we love.
We came up with the idea of the best
online source for beauty and home
products.

No one is happy with every aspect of
their body. It’s important to look and
feel wonderful. Eyes aren’t beaming
as they once used to. Or the bust
needs shaping. It’s time to improve
life and look beautiful! There are
answers.
Ultimate SelfCare TM has the solution
to help improve bust, chin, feet, eyes,
body, arms and of course face
without the need of expensive
surgery. Take advantage of these
gadgets to enhance and achieve the
beauty that lies within all of us!
The continuous advancement of
technology has brought a
tremendous development on the
cosmetic industry. Many electronic
devices today are designed to help
enhance the physical appearance of
a person in an instant. Get to know
some of these high-tech beauty
gadgets for a beautiful you!
www.ultimateselfcare.com
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Some Facts
Even after plastic surgery, you may still be dissatis ed with your appearance. All
surgery is potentially fatal. Infections, excessive bleeding, or uid build-up are all
potential complications. Plastic surgery might be dis guring, requiring additional
procedures and revisions. Although, uncommon, a patient might leave surgery
looking worse. Even if a surgery goes without a hitch and the results look lovely, a
patient can be left with temporary or permanent tingling or numbness.

Why our products are an alternative to plastic surgery?
Ultimate SelfCare TM products are cheaper and safer to use. We take out the risks
and costs that are accompanied by other treatments, including regular costly
visits to spas. Moreover, using our products brings all the control to you. You have
the convenience of using the products day and night.
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Bene ts:
Tones, tightens and lifts
Prevents sagging
Promotes blood circulation
Features:
1 pair of highly sensitive electrode breast pads
1 portable device with a clip belt
6 pre-programmed massage modes
10 optional intensity settings
Auto powered o every 10 minutes
Powered by CR2032 battery (included)
100% Safe to use

Women know how much better a shapely gure makes them look and feel.
With Ultimate Bust Shaper TM, you can get the rmness you need and the fullness
that is essential for the right bust shape.
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Bene ts:
An e ective, safe and easier way to
exercise the facial
Rejuvenate skin
Help prevent wrinkles
Eliminate and tighten sagging skin
Radiant skin without pain or surgery
Help look younger
Promote blood circulation
Features:
1 highly sensitive electrode chin slim
gel pad
1 micro computerized device
10 optional intensity settings
Powered by CR2032 battery (included)
100% Safe to use
Ultimate Chin Slim TM is a resistance
toning system for the chin, neck and
face muscles. It will help make you
look younger, rejuvenate your skin,
help prevent wrinkles and help you
have a radiant face without pain or
surgery. All in just 10 minutes a day.
Ultimate Chin Slim TM helps eliminate
sagging skin and helps drastically
reduce the look of a double chin or
neck fold. Helps you look younger.
Ultimate Chin Slim TM helps remove
double chin with one easy step and
keep it away. No fuss and no mess.
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Foot Rejuvenation
Bene ts:
An e ective, safe and easier way to
to remove dry dead skin
Transform feet to be smooth & soft
to the touch
Rejuvenate skin
No mess
Features:
Ergonomically designed
No harm blades
Compact Lightweight
100% Safe to use

Ultimate Foot Rejuvenation TM removes
dry dead skin and calluses on your
feet. Transforms your feet to be
smooth & soft to the touch.
Ultimate Foot Rejuvenation TM unique
ball shape is stylish, compact, portable
and ergonomically designed to t
perfectly and easily into the palm
of your hand.
No mess as all skin shavings will be
collected in an easily accessible
compartment.
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Eye n Face Rejuvenation
Bene ts:
Stimulating the facial muscles
with EMS technology
Smoothing away lines
and wrinkles
Rejuvenating your complexion
Tightening sagging skin
Reducing expression marks
Toning, strengthening and
combat abbiness
Great help to promote blood
circulation to surface skin tissue

An e ective, safe and easier way to prevent and
reduce dark circles, soothing the bags under the
eyes and reduce wrinkles.

Eye n Face Rejuvenation

Eye n Face Rejuvenation

Features:
2 highly sensitive electrode
eye/face gel pads
2 micro computerized devices
Intensity ranging starting
level 0 to 10
Auto powered o every 10
minutes
Powered by CR2032 battery
(included)
100% Safe to use

The ultimate in self care. With the Ultimate Eye n
Face Rejuvenation TM you can get the best
treatment available for your eyes & face. Easy to
use and with great results.
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